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CNN BASED COLOR CONSTANCY ALGORITHM ¨ OK ¨ AND AKOS ´ ´ LEVENTE TOR ZARANDY Analogic and Neural Computing Laboratory, Computer and Automation Research Institute Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Kende u. 13-17, 1111, Hungary E-mail:[email protected], [email protected] Color Constancy (CC) is a perceptional phenomena in which living species, capable of color vision, perceive objects’ color apart from the spectral distribution of light applied to illuminate the objects. The algorithm that can recover objects’ original color and display them as if they were illuminated by spectrally even (white) light is called CC algorithm. In contrast to other solutions our approach offers on-line possibilities in applications as its operation needs consists of mainly local interactions that is well suited to the architecture of Cellular Neural/Non-linear Networks’ (CNN). In recent paper, we have offered a brief survey of common CC approaches, introduced the principles of our CC algorithm, compared ACE4K on-chip results versus simulation, examined the robustness of our algorithm and outlined a newly developed setup for reliable color image recording.
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Introduction



Color Constancy (CC) is of great significance in satisfying the light adaptation requirements of visual systems. The ability of trichromatic and bichromatic creatures to recognize objects’ color even if they were illuminated by highly chromic light is often referred as the Color Constancy. Here we are aiming to implement an algorithm that can retrieve the color of scenes in such circumstances as well. Although the phenomena was first reported almost 70 years ago, the race for finding the best CC algorithm is still not over, as is indicated by a recent NASA patent a and other still pending patents. The main driving force behind our research is the recognition of the ability to achieve the proposed process on-line by means of a single Cellular Neural/Non-linear Network (CNN) chip, equipped with logarithmic, tricolor sensors. The real-time capability makes our solution unique, which is rooted in the locality of the proposed algorithm that fits well to the massively parallel architecture of CNN Universal Machine (CNN-UM)11 . In the next sections, a short review of the formal mathematical description on the problem, already known solutions (Sec. 2), comparision of ACE4K solution versus PC based simulations (Sec. 4) and robustness examination of our model will be given. The developed image displaying technique (Sec. 3), on-chip results and robustness examination are new results. The Retinex model is widely referred in connection with CC that emerges as a subject time-to-time. As a consequence of an extension to the aforementioned model it has became feasible on CNN-UM5 . The current research effort aimed to adopt the described algorithm to ACE4K13 which is an analog 64x64 CMOS VLSI chip implementation of CNN-UM.



a US



patent #5,991,456 registered in November 1999. http://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/
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2 2.1



Retinex model Land’s experiment



Land introduced his famous experiment in which the CC phenomena can be cought. A Mondrian (e.g., a Piet Mondrian like picture) picture consists of several color patches for example white, yellow, red and blue that are illuminated in a scene. An image capturing device was used to record the correct intensity of the patches under different illumination conditions. First, the illumination was adjusted untill the measured color of the white patch became ”white”, which means the measured intensity of the reflected light incident from the white patch is of equal intensity response in all channels (i.e.,Ired = Igreen = Iblue ). It is no wonder why human observers reports all colors appropriately. In the second measurement the illumination was adjusted to measure the reflected light intensities are balanced in all channels again (”white” for the camera) but from the blue patch. (We call it blue-gray equivalent.) The result is a strong orange illumination condition that spoiled the colors to the camera, however the human observer would identify colors correctly. There is no question about what the truth is but the only question remains: how do human beings reconstruct the objects’ original color or cancel the effect of ambiance lighting? This is one of the main questions that has been driving color research for decades. 2.2



Illumination and perception



At the first stage, light perception can be studied as an appropriately chosen canonical integral describing the phenomenological cell response in the outer retina. Briefly the integral describes the ith channel’s response (ρ)(i.e., cones response in retina) as a product of scene illumination (l), surface reflectance (s), the spectral sensitivity of the ith channel sensor (fi ) integrated on the full spectra (where λ denotes the wavelength): Z ρi (x, y) =



l(λ, x0 , y 0 )s(λ, x0 , y 0 )fi (λ)dλ



(1)



The parameters x, y identify position of the retina corresponding to the point x0 , y 0 of the scene. Since this correspondence, they never appear as a parameter of the same variable we can them uniformly without dashes. Formally the problem of CC can be described as a use of an altered illumination (l0 ) still the original image (ρ) is yielded at every color channel (i) without any preliminary knowledge about the spatial or spectral change in the illumination. l0 (λ, x, y) → l(λ, x, y) ⇒ ρ0i → ρi ∀i One can see that this cannot be done in absolute terms by lacking of information but a particular human observer can achieve it quite effectively. Common assumptions such as gray-, white-world or space averaged luminance variance type3 can supplement the missing information. Artificial neural networks can also help in reducing prerequisites like these8 . The key in solutions is usually
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the illumination estimation that is used to cancel its effect from the picture. Some researchers explicitly determine illumination assumed to be a global6 , a multiscale27 or a local9 property of pictures. Some approaches also assume the existence of illumination invariant measures that can be effective in recognition type of problems but cannot be applied in color retrieval1 . Lorincz at al. suggests that all illusions (including CC) must be only a side effect of the information maximization of the cortex4 . Others claim that the brain regions responsible for three dimensional perception can affect our color perception as well12 . Since in visual systems the local interactions’ prevail we have turned to Retinex models’9 Horn type of extension, which is adopted to CNN5 . Retinex model’s basic operators were selected for simplicity to mimic the biological operators of the retina that make summation, subtraction and rectification of the input signals to obtain spatial interactions and so does the CNN-UM. 2.3



Theoretical background of Land’s Retinex model



Using narrow band filters during the experiments the integral above (see Eq. (1)) reduces to a multiplication: ρi (x, y) = l(λ, x, y)s(λ, x, y)fi (λ) If one captures the image by using a single camera and numerous monochromatic light sources, the index of channel sensitivity function is eliminated but light sources have become indexed: ρi (x, y) = li (λ, x, y)s(λ, x, y)f (λ) By reordering this equation one can explain: s(λ, x, y) =



ρi (x, y) ρi (x, y) = 0 li (λ, x, y)f (λ) li (λ, x, y)



The spectral sensitivity function f at a certain λ modifies l up to a constant multiplication, hence, we can write l0 . By using logarithmic sensors, - reasonable from biological aspects as well - computationally uncomfortable division can be avoided and also transform the gain contrast problems to an additive problem: log s(λ, x, y) = log ρi (x, y) − log li0 (λ, x, y)



(2)



From Eq. (2) we wish to grab the reflectance (s) in order to retain the original intensity ratios (e.g., chromicity). Supposingly the illumination is more or less space invariant or slowly changing (log l − log l ≈ 0). Therefore the illumination term can be approximated by diffusion in the log space. By looking at the effect of diffusion one can sketch as follows. (see Fig. 1). We assume that by applying diffusion and an arbitrary constant multiplication, the effect of the reflectace term can be maximized at the expense of illumination.
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s*l logarthmic sensors log s + log l illumination estimator log s + log l



+a



−b b(log s − log s) + (a−b)(log s + log l)



Figure 1. The illumination estimator predicts illumination by means of diffusions on per channel basis. By subtracting the predicted illumination from logarithmic sensors’ picture, the reflectance (s) can be maximized versus illumination by tuning parameters a, b.



Formerely5 , The parameters a, b were not determined but marginal cases were specified and suggestions were given for their relation. In the same article, a very large integrating template was used that is not feasible on any of the existing CNN implementations so here we elaborated a single template for the same purpose that can be performed on ACE4K. The result image is of certain illumination invariant property we are interested in. Unfortunately the given representation is in logarithmic RGB space. In order to eliminate the effect of logarithmic sensors and transform the result image to a visible RGB picture, an exponential transform and arbitrary gain is also required. A CNN-UM implementation equipped with logarithmic sensors can perform these calculations on chip, except for the exponential conversion, providing an illumination invariant view of an arbitrary scene.
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The developed displaying technique



The theoretical background was given in the previous section. This section deals with the technical difficulties of intensity correct image capturing, that are needed to solve to feed our model with pictures. A multi-spectral experimental environment was created by means of a precise black & white CCD camera. Instead of applying filters in front of the camera, light sources (slide projectors) were filtered in order to get red, green and blue monochromatic illumination that was recorded by the CCD camera. (see Fig. 2) By assembling the three distinct recorded pictures of a single scene, a Multi-Spectral Image (MSI) can be composed. Since the characteristics (peak and distribution) of applied filters were not fitted to either CIE standards or to monitors’ phosphorous spectral distribution, further processing was necessary to convert the MSI recorded picture to a visible RGB picture. A simple polynomial series has been found (see Eq. (3)) which can successfully define this conversion:
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~ RGB = X



X



~ M SI )i , (Ai )j (X j



(3)



i



where the index j refers to the row of the coefficient matrix (Ai ) and to the ~ M SI ). Only the first two coefficient matrices in the component of the vector (X given sequence have been estimated as follows. The Mondrian was used to find ˜ M SI ) for sure peaks in its histogram that identify large patches in the picture (X ˜ RGB ). Having these vectors, and for calibrating the same patch on the monitor (X coefficients can be deduced. This transformation was confirmed against shaded pictures as well. This transformation is an interpolation of the unknown transformation. During the coefficient estimation of this interpolation we kept the problem of hidden extrapolation in mind also which commonly occurs if samples are incidentally picked outside of the convex hull of samples used for coefficient estimation. Therefore during the calibration we selected sample points justifiably far from each other in the RGB space. The applied hole filters were of less than 2µm bandwidth and over 99.9% reflectance otherwise. Consequently the light sources are of distinct spectral distribution. Being distinct spectral distribution very important, no additional sharpening transformation was required to hold the criteria of10 Diagonal Model (DM). We have found the reason for the fact that only two matrices were enough; We used sharp filters for image recordings so this conversional scheme turns to be the DM as a border-line case which claims this converional ability. The conversion scheme shows further because we can handle non sharply filtered images too because this polynomial series can handle higher order dependencies as well. (N.B., We used MSI pictures for calculations in our model and the above technique was used only as an appropriate displaying method.)



4 4.1



Experiments and results Experiments



During the recording of the MSI pictures, the applied illumination was altered as it was described in Sec. 2.1. The recorded MSI pictures were processed by the calculations described in Sec. 2.2 and where finally displayed as was explained in Sec. 3. 4.2



Results



The model’s color recovering capability is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The figure displays the RGB triplets of the recorded MSI pictures and the transformed MSI pictures. The figure shows the original and the transformed RGB triplets of different color patches in the Mondrian. Similar symbols in the triplet diagrams represent the same color patch on the Mondrian but under different illumination conditions.
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It is worth noticing that in the left figure similar symbols appear rather mixed so for separating them neither histogram conversion nor pixel wise transformation can help. Contrary, in the middle and right figures, similar symbols are located fairly close to each other while the flock of different symbols are rather separated in both result pictures. The algorithm transformed all triplets belonging to different color patches to a different space section of the diagram. In this way one type of illumination invariant representation has been formed even in the RGB space that for our fortune coincides with structure of the space of the colors to be retrieved. 4.3



Model tuning



During model tuning we were interested in this illumination invariant conversion capability of our model. We tested our model with different parameter a, b settings (see Fig.1) and measured the model’s sensitivity for these parameters. To optimize the given parameters, we have defined a measure for separation (cluster formation capability) to characterize a particular setting of parameters. Clusters are formed by the collection of points which belong to the same color patch independently of the illumination. As it is common in clusterization, two optimality criteria should be satisfied at the same time. The distance among the cluster centers are to be maximized while the distance among cluster points are to be minimized. We used the following measure to explain this: P



ij a, bopt = argmina,b P



kl



kxˆj − xij k kxˆk − xˆl k



,



(4)



where xij refersP to the average color of jth patch measured under the ith illumination and xˆj = xij /nj is the jth cluster center. This measure is displayed in Fig. 4 as a function of a and b. One can see, there is a large region for setting the parameters a, b where the cluster formation measure is minimal. Therefore there is not much risk on biasing these parameters to an arbitrary value around the center of this region. Consequently the solution seems to be robust. 4.4



Simulation and ACE4K results



On-chip calculation includes only illumination estimation by diffusional templates. Pre/post-processing included bi-linearly interpolated compression and expansion. The used templates and comparative results can be found on the web at http://www.sztaki.hu/˜lev/cc/mondrians.html 5



Conclusion



A modification of the Horn type of CC algorithm has been successfully adopted to CNN. The focus was on the experimental approach in which a self developed displaying technique was used. The illumination estimation was auspiciously achieved
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on ACE4K chip but with logarithmic on-chip sensors the entire model could have been implemented on-chip. The significance of this result is increased by the fact that we relied on local operators realizable on CNN giving the opportunity for on-line real-time applications, which is a great advantage over other solutions. Robustness of the suggested model was pointed out by parameter tuning. 6 Acknowledgment This project was supported by in part by the Hungarian National Science Foundation (OTKA) Grant No.: F 25377. References 1. D. Slater and G. Healey, ”The illumination-Invariant Recognition of 3D Objects Using Local Color Invariants”, IEEE Trans. on Patt. Anal. and Mach. Int., Febr. 1996, vol. 18, no. 2 2. K. Bernand and B. Funt, ”Investigation into multi-scale Retinex (MSR)” in Colour Imaging Vision and Technology ed. L.W.McDonald and M.R. Lou, J. Wiley, 1999, pp 17-36, 3. D. Marini and A. Rizi, ”Color Appearance Approach to Image Database Visual Retrieval”, Proc SPIE 3964, G. Beretta (ed.), San Jose, 2000, pp. 186-195 4. B. Szatm´ary, A. Lorincz, ”Independent component analysis of temporal sequences subject to constraints by LGN inputs yields all the three major cell types of the primary visual cortex”, Journ. of Comp. Neurosci. (in press) 5. A. Zarandy, L. Orzo, Edward Grawes and F. Werblin, ”CNN Based Early Vision Models for Color vision and Visual Illusions”, IEEE Trans. on Circ. and Sys. I: Fund. Theory and Appl., 1999, vol. 46, no. 2 pp 229-238 6. G. D. Finlayson, ”Color in Perspective.”, IEEE Trans. on Patt. Anal. and Mach. Int., 1996, vol. 18 no. 10, pp. 1034-1038 7. B. Funt and J. McCann, ”Retinex in Matlab”, Proc. of the IS&T/SID 8th Imag. Conf.: Color Sci., Sys. and Appl., 2000, pp 112-121. 8. B. Funt, V.Cardei, K.Barnard, ”Neural Network Colour Constancy and Specularly Reflecting Surfaces” , Proc. AIC Colour 97 Kyoto 8th Congr. of Intern. Colour Assoc., May 1997 9. Land & McCann, ”Lightness and Retinex Theory”, Journ. of Optical Soc. of Am., January 1971, vol. 61 no. 1 10. G. D. Finlayson, M. S. Drew, and B. V. Funt, ”Spectral sharpening: sensor transformations for improved color constancy”, Journ. of Optical Soc. of Am., May 1994, vol. 11, no. 5, pp. 1553-1563 11. T. Roska and L.O. Chua, ”The CNN universal machine: an analogic array computer”, IEEE Trans. on Circ. and Sys. II: Analog and Digital Signal Processing, (CAS-II), 1993, vol. 40, no. 3, pp. 163-173 12. M. G. Bloj, D. Kersten, A. C. Hurlbert, ”Perception of three-dimensional shape influences colour perception through mutual illumination”, 23 Dec 1999, Nature 402, 877 - 879 13. S. Espejo, R. Dominguez-Castro, G. Linan, A. Rodriguez-V´azquez, ”A 64x64 CNN Universal Chip with Analog and Digital I/O”, Proc. of 5th IEEE Int. Conf. on Elec., Circ. and Sys., (ICECS’98), 1998, pp. 203-206, Lisboa
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CNN based Color Constancy



Figure 2. Optical experimental setup made for Multi-Spectral Image (MSI) image capturing. Slide projectors with narrow band filters produce monochromatic lights. Intensity adjustment had been made possible by using double polar filters. By setting the polarization angle between the two filters, the power throughput can be adjusted. By converting (see Eq. (3)) the composition of Black & White images (MSI) of a scene to RGB, it can be displayed as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3. The RGB triplets of Mondrian’s color patches are displayed where different symbols represent different patches’ color. Similar symbols were recorded under different illuminations applied to the scene. The figure on left shows the original, the middle and the right one show the retrieved pictures’ diagram. Retrieval has been made by simulation and on-chip, respectively. Please note that color patches became separable by grouping similar simbols togather that was not possible in the original images.
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Cluster1 dependence on a & b
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Figure 4. Clusterization measure is displayed as function of model parameters a, b defined in Fig.1. The given measure is minimal at wide region of parameter settings which claims the parameter non-sensitivity of the model.



Figure 5. The recorded Mondrian as a target object is displayed (see Left) after an MSI to RGB transformation defined by Eq. (3). The Mondrian is put in a blue-gray equivalent illumination condition (Right).



Figure 6. Color retrieval capability is demonstrated. The recorded Mondrian after color retrieval by means of simulation (Middle) and ACE4k (Right).
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